INVITING
all leaders and practitioners
from the manufacturing sector

Industrial
Transformation
ASIA-PACIFIC 2019

Asia-Pacific’s Leading Event
for Industry 4.0

22-24 October 2019
Singapore EXPO
10am - 6pm
• A strategic platform for manufacturers, technology providers and thought leaders to exchange ideas and best practices, build new networks and catalyse opportunities for innovation

• The platform will enable companies to discover leading edge technologies, concepts and trends in areas such as Industry 4.0, advanced manufacturing, smart supply chain management and talent development

• Offering solutions for a broad range of industrial sectors, including aerospace, automotive, pharmaceutical and biotechnology, food and beverage, chemicals, FMCG, electronics, oil and gas amongst others

START, SCALE & SUSTAIN your transformation journey at Industrial Transformation ASIA-PACIFIC - a HANNOVER MESSE event

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

5 exhibition categories
350 solution providers from 30 countries
18,000 industry professionals from 60 countries
over 150 guided tours
12 targeted industry sectors
8 national pavilions
unique learning journey
Network with industry peers to gain new insights
Find partners to co-develop and deploy customised solutions
Understand future trends to stay competitive

Attend curated programmes customised for SMEs
Learn how to adopt I4.0 solutions via a step-by-step approach

Network with industry peers to gain new insights
Find partners to co-develop and deploy customised solutions
Drive change, progress and transformation for your business

A MUST ATTEND REGIONAL EVENT FOR ALL

Key Highlights

LEARNING JOURNEY
Gateway to I4.0 showcases - specially curated to enhance learning

SANDBOX
Interactive presentations and case studies

CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS
Targeted content for leaders and practitioners

GUIDED TOURS
Industry specific, customised for your needs

COLLABORATION LAB
Partnering for cost effective solutions

SANDBOX CONFERENCE & WORKSHOPS
GUIDED TOURS COLLABORATION LAB LEARNING LAB

A MUST ATTEND REGIONAL EVENT FOR ALL
Future of Manufacturing (FoM) CXO Summit
A thought-leadership platform co-organised with A*STAR. The summit is designed to catalyse thinking, facilitate high-level networking, enable the exchange of strategic insights and encourage adoption of Industry 4.0 technologies and solutions amongst governments and manufacturers.

Future of Manufacturing (FoM) Workshops
The workshops offer a deep dive into the practical application of Industry 4.0 across various industrial sectors.

Global Additive Manufacturing Summit
Organised by the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Cluster (NAMIC) and hosted by NTUitive, the summit focuses on the importance of material innovation in enabling the mass adoption of 3D printing.

Standards Forum & Master Classes
Organised by Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and the Singapore Standards Council, the forum addresses the challenges faced by enterprises in adopting Industry 4.0 and offers case studies for learning.

Key Exhibition Categories
- INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
- DIGITAL FACTORY
- INTEGRATED ENERGY
- ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
- INTRALOGISTICS

Targeting Manufacturers Across 12 Industrial Sectors
- Aerospace
- Automotive
- Chemical
- Energy
- Electrical & Electronics
- Food & Beverage
- Infrastructure & Facilities
- Logistics & Supply Chain Management
- Oil & Gas
- Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology
- Semiconductor
- Urban Solutions

Register for your complimentary trade visitor pass.